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This letter doubtless was forged by some of his enemies who intended to have thereby procured
his Death and Destruction , . . ."
But as there were " things contained in it which showed that the writer had
in truth small fyiowledge or acquaintance with the Earl's affairs/' it was never
mentioned at the enquiry in the Star Chamber "where all that could be alleged
against him was manifested	?)1
His biographer thinks the letter was brought forward by Sir Francis
Walsingham. Actually Walsingham rejected some of the alleged evidence, and
wrote to Hatton,
" Sir, I have perused the examination it hath pleased you to take of D, and finding by your
report of the man that he is but simple, and that last year he was somewhat distracted of his 'wit,
I see no cause but upon bond of good behaviour he may be set at liberty. And so I commit you
to God, at Barn Elms the 28th of April 1585. Your most assured friend
fr. walsingham."-
A servant of Vice Chamberlain Hatton, u D "—Henry Dunn—was in secret
" a strong Catholic"; and subsequently joined Anthony Babington's plot for the
liberation of Queen Mary of Scots and dethronement of Queen Elizabeth.3 The
following day, from Barn Elms, Walsingham wrote again to Hatton:4
" Sir. I return unto you D's examination. It were hard (though it might be sufficiently proved)
that the Earl's reconciliation should be urged against him, being rather a matter of conscience than
of State.
And seeing her Majesty hath heretofore (in point of conscience) dealt graciously towards Jesuits
and Seminaries, men of worse desert, it would be ill thought of that one of the Earl's quality
should receive harder measure than those that are reputed the poisoners of the State . . . ."
(" Gracious " is hardly the word we would now apply to Queen Elizabeth's
dealings with the Jesuits!)
In consequence of further information, Walsingham (ist May, 1585,) began to
suspect that Arundel " receiveth some comfort, and that not from mean persons,
that futteth him in this courage. No man is of his nature more fearful"
In 1585 his courage was not yet proved; and his tendency to be influenced from
the outside had appeared in his hasty acceptance of the idea of Father Bridges that
Leicester meant to make the name of Catholic in England as " odious as that of
Turk."5		
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2B.M. Add. MS. 15891. f. I54b.   Sir H. Nicolas's "Life of . . . Sir Christopher Hatton
3	Don Bernardino de Mendoza, 6 Sep: 1586, from Paris to K. Philip II. Cal: S.P, Spanish, III. p. 618.
4	Add MS. 15891, f. i53b. Nicolas's " Life of . . . . Sir Christopher Hatton," p. 409.
5Father Weston (alias Edmonds) who reconciled Arundel to the Catholic Church, "a very vertuous
and religious priest of the Society of Jesus," wrote, late in life, retrospective Memoirs (MS. at Blair
College, Aberdeen; c. C.R.S. "English Martyrs," (1919) Vol. II. pp. 340-341):
" Sometimes in London," he states, " it was reported .... as a fact that the Queen's Council
had decreed the suppression and massacre of all Catholics in their houses on such and such a
night. Many persons would then abandon their houses and lodgings and spend the night in the
fields: others hired boats on the Thames and floated up and down the river."
The editor in 1919 refers to this as a " vivid contemporary picture o£ 'the Terror * before which
the Earl [of Arundel] fled in 1585." But the Council never contemplated massacres; and Arundel's
own words imply less dread of general danger than of some hostility peculiarly against himself.
See his reiterated references to personal enemies.

